Why forecast?

Discipline aimed at predicting an uncertain future.
We start planning for an upcoming event before its occurrence.
Outcome of the final event conditional on identifiable factors?

Main reason for forecasting: lead time.
Range of lead times: years (construction), days (warehousing), seconds (utilities).

Today a great number of natural / physical events can be predicted with great precision.
e.g. movement of stars, earth, falling object, trajectory of a satellite, rainy weather, etc.

In many cases the improvement in forecasting came about because we improved
our understanding of the underlying forces (DGP - true model - hypothesized model), 
the measurement precision of those forces.

A planner for a company needs to distinguish between uncontrollable external events (originating with the national economy, governments, customers, and competitors - forecasting) and controllable internal events (marketing, manufacturing decisions within the firm - decision making). (See MWH Figure 1-1).

How does forecasting fit into the decision making process:
organization establishes goals
seeks to predict environmental factors
selects actions to attain goals
decrease dependence on chance, become more scientific in dealing with the environment
internal relations imply that a forecast affects the whole organization

Important areas for forecasting (e.g. required for JIT delivery of resources)
scheduling - efficient use of resources in production, transportation, cash, personnel - short term
resource acquisition - acquiring raw materials, hiring personnel, buying equipment - medium term
resource planning - market opportunities, environmental factors, etc. - long term

Required skills:
identification and definition of forecasting problems
application of a range of forecasting methods
procedures for selecting the appropriate methods for a specific situation
organizational support for applying and using formalized forecasting methods

Forecasting system includes linkages among forecasts made by different management areas - problems may occur if interdependence among forecasts is ignored.

Forecasting techniques
range from simple easy to implement, ad hoc (time trend, rw)
to formal statistical models

Look at UDP vis@hi (1975-1990 NS/SA, 1975-2011 SA)

Quantitative: sufficient quantitative information is available
time series - predicting the continuation of historical patterns such as the growth in sales or gross national product
explanatory - understanding how explanatory variables such as prices and advertising affect sales

Qualitative: little or no quantitative information is available, but sufficient qualitative knowledge exists
predicting the speed of telecommunications around the year 2050

Qualitative forecasts are usually the result of judgement and accumulated knowledge (surveys, insider knowledge). They can be used successfully in conjunction with quantitative methods.

Unpredictable variables: little or no information is available
predicting the effects of interplanetary travel

Quantitative forecasting is applicable:
when information about the past is available
this information can be quantified in the form of numerical data
it can be assumed that some aspects of the past pattern will continue into the future (breaks can be accommodated)

Explanatory models assume that the variable of interest can be explained by some explanatory variables:
GNP = f(monetary and fiscal policies, inflation, capital spending, imports, exports, error)
The relationship is not exact: the error captures the effect of factors left out of the model

* Discover the (functional) form of the relationship, and use it to forecast future values of the variable of interest (e.g. as the factors on the right hand side change, GNP is assumed to change according to the specification above).

Time series models attempt to predict the variable of interest based on its own past. The objective is to discover a pattern in the historical data, and extrapolate the pattern into the future. Main purpose is to forecast a value, without explaining what caused that value.
GNP(t+1) = f(GNP(t), GNP(t-1), GNP(t-2), …, error)

* applies again, but here the factors are the historical values of the left hand side. Therefore, here we only need to measure a single variable.

Advantages of pure time series approach: 
system may not be understood (which factors should be in the model, what functional form, etc.)
even if it were understood it may be difficult to measure the relationships that are assumed to govern its behavior
the main concern may be only to predict, not to explain (e.g. sunspots, winter temperature 10000 years ago)

Time series models easier to use to produce forecasts, explanatory models better suited for policy analysis / decision making. Combination of time series and explanatory approach possible.

The basic steps in a forecasting task

1) Problem definition. Also, at this stage: develop a deep understanding of how the forecasts will be used, who requires the forecasts, and how the forecasting function fits within the organization (who is involved in data collection, database maintenance, etc.)

2) Data collection. Find data, learn what is available and what can be collected. Statistical (numerical) data and accumulated expertise (judgment).

3) Preliminary (exploratory) analysis. Visual inspection of data (graphs, scatterplots), simple descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, correlations, minimum, maximum, etc.), seasonal decomposition. Answer questions:
are there consistent patterns
is there a significant trend
is seasonality important
is there evidence of the presence of business cycles
are there any outliers (need to be explained by those with expert knowledge)
how strong are the relationships among the variables

4) Model choice and fitting. Based on 3) pursue a couple models for detailed analysis. Models are artificial constructs based on a set of assumptions. Fit the model to historical data.

5) Use and evaluation of forecasting models. Performance of the model can be properly evaluated after the data for the forecast period have become available. Note the difference between forecast errors and fitting errors. In practice forecasts from the model are augmented with expert judgment. It is important to take appropriate action based on forecasts - implementation.

Being right for the wrong reasons: if someone forecasts continued growth next year because they miss the signs of impending weakness, but the economy begins to soften andy the monetary authorities manage to avert a downturn by timely easing, is that a good forecast or not?

Also note that historical data are subject to revisions - the forecasts from the unrevised (real time) and revised data may be different.

Goal: produce high precision forecasts. The concept of forecasting accuracy: compared to what? (Alternatives) 
Naive vs sophisticated models.

Choosing the right type of forecasting model: e.g. predict the direction of change (good luck trying it in the stock market … but not good enough for CPI - almost always up).

Large forecasting errors are usually due to some combination of the following causes:
structural shifts in parameters (change of underlying processes, environment)
model misspecification (non-linear models, thresholds)
missing, smoothed, preliminary or inaccurate data (revisions, change in methodology, cpi, census, etc.)
changing expectations by economic agents (human behavior adjusts based on experience)
policy shifts (Paul Volcker)
unexpected changes in exogenous variables (oil shocks in the 70's)
incorrect assumptions about exogeneity (many variables are endogenous = affected by feedback from other variables in the model)
error buildup in multi period forecasts (propagation of this period's error forward)

Alternative types of forecasts
point or interval
absolute or conditional
alternative scenarios weighed by probabilities
asymmetric gains and losses
single period or multi period
short run or long run
forecasting a single variable or multiple variables

Common pitfalls: applying standard assumptions to non-standard data (e.g. errors: autocorrelated, non-normal / fat tails).

Basic forecasting tools

Types of data:
Time series: sequence of observations over time (monthly sales, daily stock prices, weekly interest rates, etc., often assumed equally spaced obs.)
Cross-sectional data: observations are collected from different units at a given time (population of various countries, etc.)
Panels: combination of cross-sections with time series (population of various countries over time, etc.)

Graphs / data visualization
catch outliers, shifts - adjust for abrupt changes (usually caused by various events), include an explanatory variable

Time series patterns (time plot):
horizontal / stationary
seasonal - constant periodicity (seasonal plot)
cyclical (e.g. business cycle) - variable periodicity, larger amplitude than seasonal pattern
trend (see pcns.dem)

Decompose the observed series into components - forecast individual components - recombine components

Look at the difference between levels, logs and growth rates (see mixed freq data)

Scatter plot: plot two attributes against each other (e.g. engine volume / mileage of car), optionally add a third attribute in form of a marker shape
Bar charts (histograms), box plots (distribution)
Pie charts (snapshot)
GIS plots: e.g. airfares from continental US

Numerical summaries: statistics

Univariate statistics (use data: 0,1,2,3,4,5,5,100)
mean = (0+1+2+3+4+5+5+100)/8 = 15 (imagine weights on the horizontal axis - the mean is where you would need to support the axis to achieve balance)
related: expected value = mean of the distribution = weighted average (weighted by the probability of each outcome) - LLN: sample mean converges to population mean=
median = 3.5
deviations from mean: -15, -14, -13, -12, -11, -10, -10, 85 (their sum = 0)
mean absolute deviation = (15+14+13+12+11+10+10+85)/8 = 21.25
mean squared deviation = (225+196+169+144+121+100+100+7225)/8 = 1035 (the weights on the horizontal axis are now proportional to squares with sides equal to the deviations from the mean)
variance = (225+196+169+144+121+100+100+7225)/7 = 1183 (correct for a lost degree of freedom - mean)
standard deviation = sqrt(variance) =  sqrt(1183) = 34.4 (compare to MAD (both measure dispersion, in the same units as the observations) - SD puts larger weight on outliers)

For normally distributed data 66% of the observations lie within 1 SD of the mean, and 95% lie within 2 SD's.

Bivariate statistics (positive/negative (explanatory) relationship)
covariance
correlation [-1,1]

Time series = vector of observations ordered by time
Lag = shift in reference period
Lagged series = time series with a shift in reference period
Digression: what is a random time series sample, compare engineering and economics (related: ensemble average vs time average)

Statistics capturing relationships over time
autocovariance
autocorrelation = autocovariance / variance (95% critical value is 1.96/sqrt(n) - based on Bartlett assuming no autocorrelation under H0)
autocorrelation function is a function of the number of lags, gives info about the strength of autocorrelation as the number of lags increases
correlogram displays the autocorrelation function (see Gretl output, e.g. visns@hi, pcns@hi)

Measuring forecasting accuracy
one step forecast error(t+1) = observation(t+1) - forecast(t+1), where the forecast(t+h) is based on information from period (1) up to time (t)
multi step forecast error(t+h) = observation(t+h) - forecast(t+h), where the forecast(t+h) is based on information from period (1) up to time (t)
mean error: positive and negative errors offset each other, tells you if there is a systematic under- or over-forecasting = forecast bias
mean absolute error: linear function of error magnitude
mean squared error (MSE): quadratic function of error magnitude (smooth minimum, easier to use in optimization)
relative (percentage) error(t+h) = forecast error(t+h) / observation(t+h) *100; if some observations are close to 0, this measure is meaningless
mean percentage error: relative (percentage) bias
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE): may be more informative than MSE

One can obtain a perfect fit and zero forecast error within the observed sample by over fitting the model.
Quasi out of sample forecast accuracy: use an initialization set of the sample to estimate the model, produce quasi-forecasts, and compare them to the observations in the holdout set.
One can compare forecast methods using the statistics (MSE, MAPE, etc.) above. A convenient baseline forecast is to carry the most recent observation forward (no change forecast).

Theil's U statistic ~ sqrt(sum(forecast percentage change - actual percentage change)^2 / sum(actual percentage change)^2)
U = 0 if no forecast error
U = 1 if forecast change = 0 (same as no change forecast)
U < 1 use sophisticated method
U > 1 use naive method

Diebold Mariano test
based on the loss function of the forecast errors for two competing forecasting approaches
d = L(forecast error approach 1) - L(forecasts error approach 2)
DM = (mean of  d) / sqrt(variance of d)

95% prediction interval(t+h) = forecast(t+h) +/- 1.96*RMSE(h)

Separate the forecastable pattern from the unexplained error: data = pattern + residual
Estimate the pattern by fitting a functional form of the relationship (minimize a summary statistics of the residuals)
e.g. least squares: minimize the sum of squared residuals (objective function)
residual = data - pattern
use the first order condition for a minimum to obtain parameter estimates
see example in MWH 2.6
explanatory relationship does not mean causal relationship
will discuss model selection criteria (e.g. AIC, BIC) later

Transformations and adjustments:
Logs (to eliminate heteroskedasticity), differencing (to eliminate non-stationarity), etc
Reverse transformation to obtain predictions for the original series
If the transformation is nonlinear, prediction intervals need not be symmetric around the forecast
Calendar adjustments: 
Month length varies by 10% (normalize to average number of days: e.g. use the factor (365.25/12)/number of days in given month)
Trading day adjustment captures the variation in the number of workdays in a given month (e.g. March can have 4 or 5 Sundays)
Adjusting for inflation: convert nominal variables to real by dividing by the CPI
Adjusting for population changes: convert level variables to per capita or proportional ones

Homework: 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8
Data can be found here: http://robjhyndman.com/forecasting/data/

Time series decomposition
decompose the pattern into sub patterns that identify each component of the time series separately
data = pattern + error = f(trend-cycle, seasonality, error), or Y(t) = f(S(t), T(t), E(t))
trend/cycle: longer term changes in the level
seasonal: periodic fluctuations of constant length
the error captures the irregular (unpredictable) component

Decomposition models
additive: Y(t) = S(t) + T(t) + E(t)
multiplicative: Y(t) = S(t) * T(t) * E(t)
multiplicative model is appropriate if seasonal fluctuations increase and decrease proportionally with the changes in the level of the series (most economic data)
a multiplicative model can be transformed to additive by applying a logarithmic transformation to the data
decomposition graphics, including the stability of the seasonal component (e.g. pcns@hi)
seasonal adjustment: e.g. Y(t) - S(t) = T(t) + E(t), remove the seasonality from the data

Moving averages (MA) can be used to smooth a series to reduce (random) variation
MA is computed as a time series filter by dropping the oldest observation and including the next one into the average
A centered MA uses the preceding and following m data points with respect to time t symmetrically: m = (k-1)/2 for odd m
For even m, the centered MA can be calculated as the MA of two almost centered MA's: e.g. 2 x 4 MA = weighted 5 MA = ((Y(1)+Y(2)+Y(3)+Y(4))/4 + (Y(2)+Y(3)+Y(4)+Y(5))/4) / 2 = (Y(1)+2*Y(2)+2*Y(3)+2*Y(4)+Y(5)) / 8
This double MA gives equal weight to each quarter for quarterly data (the quarters on the margins are taken from consecutive years)
A 2 x k MA smoother is equivalent to a weighted k+1 MA with weights 1/k for internal data points and 1/(2k) on the margins
The higher the order of the MA (the more data points are included in the MA), the smoother the result (e.g. 3 MA and 12 MA)
While higher order MA eliminates the random variation, it can also eliminate the genuine cyclical pattern in the data
An MA(k) smoother can't estimate the first and last m values at the beginning and end of the series respectively; the loss of the latter has important consequences for forecasting (solution: shorter MA, one-sided MA)
A double MA results in further smoothing of a MA, and is an example of a weighted MA (e.g. 3 x 3 MA = 5 MA)
For weighted MA to work properly: sum of weights = 1, weights are symmetric
Different types of weight functions: purpose is to make the transition gradual.
Special behavior at the margins: decreasing order on one side, scale appropriately.

Local regression smoothing: extension of moving averages to moving regression lines
MWH 3.3 gives example of fitting a mean and linear time trend with weighted least squares
the trend at time t, T(t), is assumed to follow T(t) = a + bt, where a and b are estimated by minimizing sum(j = -m … m) [a(j)*(Y(t+j) - a - b*(t+j))^2]
there is a different value of an and b fore every t: a different straight line is fitted for each T(t)
this method captures the trend at the margins better, and therefore has lower bias, than the moving average
the smoothing parameter is analogous to the order of the moving average (number of observations included in estimation at each t)
the method can be extended to higher degrees of the regression polynomial (0th degree = MA, 1st degree = discussed above)
loess (locally weighted scatterplot smoothing) = iterated local regression smoothing: in each iteration the weights are adjusted so that outliers are down weighted

Classical decomposition
Additive:
find the trend using a centered 12 MA
find the detrended series: Y(t)-T(t) = S(t)+E(t)
find the seasonal component (constant from year to year) by averaging the detrended values for a given month across all available years
find the irregular component as the residual after removing the trend and seasonality: Y(t)-T(t)-S(t) = E(t)
Multiplicative: use ratios instead of differences (applicable when the seasonal variation grows with the level)
find the trend using a centered 12 MA
find the detrended series: R(t) = Y(t)/T(t) = S(t)*T(t)*E(t)/T(t) = S(t)*E(t)
find the seasonal component (constant from year to year) by averaging the detrended values for a given month across all available years
find the irregular component as the residual after removing the trend and seasonality: Y(t)/(T(t)*S(t)) = E(t)
Variations in step 3:
use the median to make the seasonal component robust to outliers (extreme months)
use a moving average to capture the change in seasonality over time

X12-ARIMA
used by the Census and other US government agencies
the observed sample is extended at the (beginning and) end using an ARIMA model (will cover later)
find the trend using a centered 12 MA
apply a 3 x 3 seasonal MA to R(t) = S(t)*E(t) to obtain a first estimate of the seasonal component, S(t), (assumed to be slightly varying over time)
identify outliers in the irregular component, S(t)*E(t)/S(t) = E(t), and control for them 
re-estimate the seasonal component from the "cleaned" series and get the preliminary seasonally adjusted series Y(t)/S(t) = T(t)*E(t)
re-estimate the trend, T(t), by applying a weighted moving average (Henderson filter) to the preliminary adjusted sees 
obtain the ratio: Y(t)/T(t) = S(t)*E(t), from which estimate seasonal component via 3 x 5 seasonal MA (repeat the process with increasing order of MA's)
the final seasonally adjusted series is found by dividing the original observations with the final seasonal component
diagnostic tests are used to determine if the decomposition was successful (see Demetra)
additional features: modeling some explanatory variables (trading days, holiday effects, level shifts, ramps), automatic model selection

STL - Seasonal-Trend decomposition based on Loess
iterative algorithm to progressively refine and improve the trend and the seasonal components

Tramo-Seats - TRAMO stands for "Time series Regression with ARIMA noise, Missing values and Outliers" and SEATS for "Signal Extraction in ARIMA Time Series".

Forecasting and decomposition
decompose, forecast, recombine
irregular component not necessarily white noise (needs model)
alternatively: forecast seasonally adjusted data, and add seasonality to the forecast if required

The forecasting scenario (MWH figure 4.1-4.3)
initialization and test set
choose method (smoothing: recursive - moving through the data period by period, as opposed to using all historical data in one fitting exercise)
initialization set used to estimate components/parameters
method applied to test set, forecast error calculated, accuracy determined (e.g. MSE)
method's appropriateness for given data pattern evaluated

Averaging methods for forecasting
mean forecast appropriate for processes like Y(t) = constant + noise (LLN)
forecast for t+1 = average of all historical values through t
only the forecast and the observation for period t needs to be stored
moving average (one sided) based on a window of length k
forecast for t+1 = average of historical values from t-k+1 through t
requires storage for last k points
extreme cases:
k=1 (carry the last observation forward = rw)
k=n (simple average = mean forecast)
can be written as the weighted average of the forecast and observation for period t and observation for period t-k
works better than simple average if there is a level shift

Exponential smoothing vs MA
simple MA applies equal weights to each observation, but we may want to assign a larger weight to more recent observations in a forecasting setting (weighted MA)
exponentially decreasing weights as observations get older = exponential smoothing
in weighed MA the weights are implicitly determined by the method (e.g. order of double MA), in exponential smoothing we choose smoothing parameters explicitly

Single exponential smoothing
forecast for t+1 = forecast for t + weighted forecast error at t
if weight = 1, the new forecast will completely incorporate the forecast error from the previous period and the forecast for t+1 = observation at t
effect of large weight similar to low order moving average, effect of small weight similar to large order moving average
full correction not always desirable (remember: observation = pattern + noise)
trailing the movement in the observed data (as does MA)
forecast for t+1 = a* observation at t + (1-a) * forecast for t
write it out for t … t-3 and substitute - notice the exponential decline in the weights
requires little storage and few computations - good if a large number of variables are forecast
initialize (forecast in period 1) with first observation or the average of the first few observations
this will have an impact on subsequent forecasts - the smaller is a and the longer is the sample the lower the impact
optimization (how does it work?): choose a smoothing parameter that results in minimum MSE or other precision measure
if the data has a upward trend, the forecasts will be biased downward and vice versa

Adaptive-response-rate single exponential smoothing - allows time variable weight
discuss equations MWH 4.7-4.11
what happens when the errors are large and negative for a couple periods in a row?
need to keep the strong fluctuation of the weight under control (low secondary weight, bounds on primary weight)

Holt's method (double exponential smoothing)
designed to handle trends
discuss equations 4.12-4.14

Holt-Winters trend and seasonality method
unless data is seasonally adjusted, need to capture seasonality - discuss fig MWH 4.10
multiplicative: equations MWH 4.15-4.18
the ratio of data (Y) to level (L) contains seasonality and random noise - smoothing at the seasonal frequency reduces the latter
the ratio of data (Y) and the seasonal component (S) gives the seasonally adjusted value
initialization: level (L) = average of the values in the first year, trend (b) = average of (YoY chg / #periods) for a complete year, seasonal component (S) = Y / L
find parameters by minimizing the MSE
additive: equations MWH 4.20-4.23
replace / and * with - and + for the seasonal component, including the initialization

General aspects of smoothing methods
Pegels classification: see MWH figure and tables
Frequently a time plot can narrow down the number of models
Comparison of methods based on some function of the forecast error
initialization: backcasts, least squares estimates, decomposition
optimization: mostly based on MSE
prediction intervals (around point forecasts): need an underlying statistical model, RMSE not always applicable

Look at mwh_ch4.xls

Exponential smoothing appropriate for immediate or short term forecasting for large number of series.

Regression methods:
regression can be looked at as an explanatory method that uses other variables to explain the series of interest. 
based on a model that expresses the functional relationship between variables.
regression relates input to outputs, facilitates understanding of relationships, allows experimentation with different combination of inputs
simple vs multiple regression vs econometric modeling
forecaster's choice: how many variables, which ones are the explanatory variables (regressors) and which ones are the dependent variables (regressands), what is the functional form of the model
time series regression (variables observed over time) vs cross-sectional regression (variables observed at the same time over different units)

Simple regression
scatterplot: paired observations: dependent variable (regressand), explanatory variable (regressor) 
linear relationship: Y = a + b*X + e
fitted line: Yhat = a + b*X (LHS is the pattern captured via estimation, Yhat is the value "predicted by X")
evaluate goodness of fit using the deviation of the observation from the fitted line: e = Y - Yhat
SSE = sum of squared errors
OLS: minimum of SSE, function of the parameters a, b 
optimal a, b can be found through trial and error (numerically) or calculus
b = cov(X,Y)/var(X)
a = mean(Y) - b*mean(X)
X could be time, or another explanatory variable
example: demand curve
correlation: relationship btw. two variables; range: -1,0,1 (sign: direction, magnitude: strength); derive the formula
caveats: non-linear relationship, small sample, outliers (skewness)
b = r * SD(Y)/SD(X)s
coefficient of determination R^2 = SS(Yhat-Ybar) / SS(Y-Ybar), is the proportion of the variation in Y that is explained by X
total deviation (Y-Ybar) = unexplained deviation (Y-Yhat) + explained deviation (Yhat-Ybar)
from the square of this expression: total SS = unexplained SS + explained SS
residual plot, outliers, influential observations
causation, lurking (omitted) variable, confounding variable

Inference and forecasting
assumptions for a DGP: Y_i = alpha + beta*X_i + epsilon_i
the explanatory variable is uncorrelated with the error, the values in X are not all the same
the errors are mutually uncorrelated
all error terms have mean zero and variance sigma^2, and have normal distribution
estimated regression model: Y_i = a + b*X_i + e_i
estimated parameters (random variables): a, b, s^2 = SSE / (n-2)
the estimates will change with different sets of data; the estimated regression line is one member of a family of lines that could have been obtained
F-test: explained MS / unexplained MS = (explained SS / explained df) / (unexplained SS / unexplained df) = variance explained by the regression / variance of the residuals, relation to R^2
what is a test? H0, H1, distribution, etc ...
p value: probability of obtaining a test statistics at least as large as the one calculated for the observed data, if in fact the null hypothesis is true (the true parameter is zero), small p value implies rejection of null hypothesis at a given level of significance, e.g. 0.05
critical value: such value of the statistic that the probability of obtaining a higher value is fixed at a certain level significance e.g. 0.05
coefficients are random variables - they fluctuate from sample to sample
standard errors of parameter estimates: reflect the likely fluctuation of parameter estimates from sample to sample
t test: test of individual parameter estimates against zero
confidence intervals: give a range of fluctuation at a given level of confidence, estimate +/- critical value * standard error
direct relationship btw confidence intervals and p values: if the 100*c% confidence interval does not contain zero, the p value must be less than 1-c
for simple regression, F-test is equivalent to testing the significance of the slope coefficient in a t test: F = t^2, and the p values in the two tests are the same
in multiple regression, F-test is a test for the overall significance of the regression line (not a test of any individual coefficient)
a and b have a joint distribution: because the simple regression line goes through the mean of Y and the mean of X a and b are correlated. if the mean of X is positive, a and b are negatively correlated: an increase in slope leads to a decrease in intercept and vice versa
standard error of forecast depends on the difference between the mean and the current value of the explanatory variable

Non-linear relationships
non-linearity in the parameters vs in the variables
using logarithms to form linear models
local regression

Multiple regression - more than one explanatory variable
estimated regression model: Y = b_0 + b_1*X_1 + b_2*X_2 +…+ b_k*X_k + e
the effect of explanatory variables can be estimated and they can be used to forecast the dependent variable
visualize the interdependencies in the data using a scatterplot; look out for collinearity
because the model is linear in the coefficients, it can be estimated using OLS
the X variables map Y into a hyperplane (higher dimensional surface)
assumptions: the X variables are orthogonal to the error term, the error terms are mutually uncorrelated and have mean zero and constant variance normal distribution
the residual is the difference between the observed Y and the estimated Y
OLS minimizes the SS residuals by choosing the optimal coefficients b_i
coefficient of determination (R^2) and multiple correlation coefficient indicates the extent to which a linear combination of the X variables can explain the variability in Y
simple correlation coefficients between all pairs of explanatory variables helpful in selecting  appropriate explanatory variables and critical for examining multicollinearity
simple correlation coefficients between Y and each individual X indicates how each explanatory variable on its own relates to Y
F-test based on the partitioning of the total SS and the degrees of freedom: F=MSR/MSE
t-test of an individual coefficient is a test of its significance in the presence of all other explanatory variables (unless they are orthogonal to each other) 
same is valid for confidence intervals
confidence intervals vs p values
stability of the regression coefficients depends on the correlation among the explanatory variables
also note the correlations among the regression coefficients (similar to simple regression, impacts forecasting)
Venn diagrams: http://www.amstat.org/publications/jse/v10n1/kennedy.html

Assumptions behind multiple linear regression
correctly specified model form: relationship between Y and X. if the assumed form is incorrect, inference is invalid, e.g. a simple linear model is misspecified if the DGP is nonlinear.
independence of residuals: required for valid inference (if violated, variance estimates are biased). problem may be corrected by re-specifying the model with ARIMA errors
homoskedasticity: assumption of constant variance (if violated, we talk about heteroskedasticity, variance estimates are biased). problem may be corrected by a transformation of the data.
normality of errors: if violated, test results are invalid
as a first step one can visually inspect the residuals wether they satisfy some of the assumptions: plot residuals against Y_hat and X to discover model misspecification, homoskedasticiy, plot a histogram of the residuals to check normality

Regression with time series
possible serial correlation of the residuals (positive, negative, at lower e.g. seasonal frequency)
may have to model time effects such as trend and seasonality
forecasts of Y will depend on forecasts of X

Checking independence of the residuals
time plot of residuals
compute the autocorrelation function and plot the correlogram
run the Durbin-Watson test: SS(e(t)-e(t-1))^2/SSE
positive serial correlation implies a low DW stat (close to 0), and negative correlation implies a high one (close to 4)
the DW stat is close to 2*(1-rho^2)
the DW test is only valid for non-stochastic regressors, therefore in most cases a more appropriate test is the Breusch Godfrey test

Time related explanatory variables
linear trend
seasonal dummy variables (indicator variables taking on 0 or 1)
avoid multicollinearity - how do you interpret the coefficients on the dummies
application with dummies (compare regression results, residual plot, ACF of residuals)
trading day effect: number of weekdays in a month
holiday effect: fraction of the Easter period falling into a given month
interventions: e.g. level shift in road fatalities upon the introduction of seat belts
decay in the impact of a regressor (e.g. advertising): lagged regressors

Selecting variables
first define the set of potential explanatory variables (long list)
informal analysis: scatter plots of each variable against the others, correlation table, removal of all variables with small t values
formal analysis: best subsets regression, stepwise regression, PCA, distributed lag analysis

Stepwise regression
forward: pick X that has the highest correlation with Y, run regression, save residuals, pick X from remaining ones that has highest correlation with residuals, run regression, save residuals, …
backward: start with full set of X, run regression, eliminate the least significant X, run regression, remove the least significant X, …
stepwise forward with a backward look: after including new X, check if any of the X's became insignificant

Multicollinearity
two explanatory variables highly correlated
a linear combination of some explanatory variables is highly correlated with with another explanatory variable
a linear combination of a subset of explanatory variables is highly correlated with the linear combination of another subset of explanatory variables
leads to unstable computation: inv(X'X) approaches zero
leads to unstable coefficients: large standard errors, sensitive value of coefficient
inference based on individual coefficients is affected
if individual variables are not highly correlated, it does not necessarily mean that we don't have a multicollinearity problem

Multiple regression and forecasting
split task into model fitting and forecasting
use the predicted/new values of the explanatory variables to obtain an estimate of the dependent variable

Econometric (multi-equation) modeling
exogenous vs endogenous variables
variable selection for each equation
functional form for each equation
simultaneous estimation of system
testing significance of results
checking validity of underlying assumptions

The Box-Jenkins methodology for ARIMA models
data preparation: transform, difference data
model selection: ACF, PACF
estimation: model parameters, AIC, BIC
diagnostics: check residuals
forecasting

Autocorrelation
white noise: Y(t) = c + e(t) (wnoise.csv)
autocorrelation function(k) = cov(Y(t),Y(t-k)) / var(Y(t))
sampling distribution of autocorrelations: standard error = 1/sqrt(T)
critical value at 5% significance ~ 2/sqrt(T)
portmanteau tests: consider autocorrelation values for a range of k's at once
Box Pierce test: T*sum(autocorrelation(k)^2) for k=1...h
Chi square distribution with h-m degrees of freedom (m is the number of params in the model if looking at residuals)
t and F distributions are the finite sample counterparts of normal and chi-square respectively
Ljung Box test distribution closer to chi-square
recognizing seasonality in a time series (pigs.csv)
partial autocorrelation at lag k is the correlation after removing intermediate effects: coefficients in an autoregressive regression with all lags preceding k included (in contrast autocorrelation is similar to a regression coefficient when the lags preceding k are excluded) (examples in R: ARIMA simulations.R)
critical value at 5% significance ~ 2/sqrt(T)

Stationarity of time series data
mean stationarity: autocorrelation function decays very slowly
variance stationarity
differencing: results in n-1 values Y'(t) = Y(t)-Y(t-1)
second order differencing: rarely necessary
random walk model: Y(t) = Y(t-1)+e(t) (look at ARIMA simulations.R, also dj.csv)
Dickey Fuller test: Y'(t) = phi*Y(t-1)+b_1*Y'(t-1)+b_2*Y'(t-2), H0: phi=0 (unit root)
why do we care about a unit root in the data? spurious regression, cointegration

More on differencing:
seasonal differencing: Y*(t) = Y(t)-Y(t-12) (airline.csv)
combination of first differencing and seasonal differencing: Y*'(t) = Y*(t)-Y*(t-1) = (Y(t)-Y(t-12)) - (Y(t-1)-Y(t-13)) = (Y(t)-Y(t-1)) - (Y(t-12)-Y(t-13)) = Y'(t)-Y'(t-12) = Y'*(t) order does not matter
backshift notation: B*Y(t) = Y(t-1); B*(B*Y(t)) = (B^2)*Y(t) = Y(t-2); (B^12)*Y(t) = Y(t-12)
first difference with B: Y'(t) = Y(t)-Y(t-1) = Y(t)-BY(t) = (1-B)*Y(t)
second order difference: Y''(t) = Y'(t)-Y'(t-1) = (Y(t)-Y(t-1)) - (Y(t-1)-Y(t-2)) = Y(t)-2*Y(t-1)+Y(t-2) = (1-2B+B^2)*Y(t) = (1-B)^2 * Y(t)
second difference: 1-B^2
seasonal difference and first difference: (1-B)*(1-B^12)*Y(t)

ARIMA models
autoregression: Y(t) = b_0 + b_1*Y(t-1) + b_2*Y(t-2) +…+ b_p*Y(t-p) + e(t)
moving average (of the errors): Y(t) = b_0 + b_1*e(t-1) + b_2*e(t-2) +…+ b_q*e(t-q) + e(t)
ARMA models vs ARIMA models
ARIMA(p,d,q): p oder of AR part, d degree of differencing, q order of MA part
white noise: ARIMA(0,0,0)
random walk: ARIMA(0,1,0)
AR(1) = ARIMA(1,0,0): Y(t) = c + phi_1*Y(t-1) + e(t)
MA(1) = ARIMA(0,0,1): Y(t) = c + e(t) - theta_1*e(t-1)
AR(p) = ARIMA(p,0,0): (1 - phi_1*B - phi_2*B^2- … - phi_p*B^p) * Y(t) = c + e(t)
MA(q) = ARIMA(0,0,q): Y(t) = c + (1 - theta_1*B - theta_2*B^2 - … - theta_q*B^q) * e(t)
ARMA(p,q) = ARIMA(p,0,q): (1 - phi_1*B - phi_2*B^2- … - phi_p*B^p) * Y(t) = c + (1 - theta_1*B - theta_2*B^2 - … - theta_q*B^q) * e(t)
ARIMA(1,1,1) =  (1 - phi_1*B) * (1 - B) * Y(t) = c + (1 - theta_1*B) * e(t)
seasonality and ARIMA models: ARIMA(p,d,q)(P,D,Q)

Identification
plot the data
if necessary stabilize variance (e.g. log or power transform)
is the mean constant? does the ACF, PACF drop to zero quickly? is the Dickey-Fuller test significant?
if not, data is non-stationary: need to difference data (first and/or seasonal differences)
once the data is stationary, examine the ACF, PACF to decide on the model
no significant ACF after lag q implies an MA(q) model
no significant PACF after lag p implies an AR(p) model
ARMA(p,q) results from a mixture of the above
consider seasonal lags if implied by ACF, PACF
examples: computer.csv, writing.csv (m), pollution.csv (m)

Estimating the parameters
least squares for AR models
maximum likelihood for MA and ARMA models
use the regression output for inference

Identification revisited
model selection based on p-values, ACF, PACF
AIC = -2logL + 2m; m=p+q+P+Q
examples: computer.csv, writing.csv, pollution.csv

Diagnostic checking
ACF, PACF of residuals
outliers in residuals
portmanteau test of residuals
if any of these diagnostics is significant, have to revisit model selection

Forecasting with ARIMA models
example:
out of sample forecasting: assuming that the historical pattern holds in the future
compare models based on the MSE of forecasts instead of IC
simple models usually perform better in forecasts than complicated ones
differencing and its impact on forecasts and confidence intervals

Forecasting the long term
cycles vs long-term trends, forecast period vs historical data set, reversion to mean/trend
ibm: need to consider changes in the environment (competition, technological progress, etc.)
decrease in real prices, increase in real income
random walk
naive forecast: future = presence
implications for extrapolating long-term trends 
lack of data: analogies (fall of the iron curtain vs arab spring, industrial vs information revolution) 
luxuries can become necessities
scenario building (baseline, high, low, specific events, etc)

Judgmental forecasting and adjustments
extrapolation of existing patterns/relationships in the future: assn - pattern/relationship stable
random walk and naive forecast
issues in judgmental forecasts: tables 10.4 and 10.5
anchoring

Forecasting methods in practice
while sophisticated models may fit better in sample, simple methods tend to forecast better
impact of time horizon on forecasting performance
combination of forecasts
explanatory models vs time series models
decomposition
randomness: use smoothing methods
trend cycle dominance: use ARIMA models
trend dominance: Holt method
random noise decreases with an increase in aggregation (annual vs weekly data)
forecast horizon: can/should forecasts be automated?
why/how does forecast combination work?


